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Problem statement
• There are reasons to believe that current trends in
the growth of routing and addressing state on the
global Internet may not be scalable in the long term
• An Internetwide replacement of IPv4 with ipv6
represents a oneinageneration opportunity to
either continue current trends or to deploy
something truly innovative and sustainable
• As currently specified, routing and addressing with
ipv6 is not significantly different than with IPv4 – it
shares many of the same properties and scaling
characteristics
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A view of routing state growth: 1988 to now
From

bgp.potaroo.net/cidr/
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Why doesn’t ipv6 (or IPv4) routing scale?
• It’s all about the schizophrenic nature of addresses
• they need to be “locators” for routing information
• but also serve as “endpoint id’s” for the transport layer

• For routing to scale, locators need to be assigned according to
topology and change as topology changes (“Addressing can
follow topology or topology can follow addressing; choose one” –
Y. Rekhter)
• But as identifiers, assignment is along organizational hierarchy
and stability is needed – users and applications don’t want
renumbering when network attachment points change
• A single numbering space cannot serve both of these needs in a
scalable way (see “further reading” section for a more in depth
discussion of this)
• The really scary thing is that the scaling problem won’t become
obvious until (and if) ipv6 becomes widelydeployed
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What if we do nothing? Assume & project
• Assume ipv6 widely deployed in parallel with IPv4
• Need to carry global state for both indefinitely

• Multihoming trends continue unchanged (valid?)
• ipv6 does IPv4like mulithoming/traffic engineering
• “PI” prefixes, no significant uptake of shim6

• Infer ipv6 table size from existing IPv4 deployment
• One ipv6 prefix per ASN
• One ipv6 morespecific per observed IPv4 morespecific

• Project historic growth trends forward
• Caveat: lots of scenarios for additional growth
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Geoff’s BGP report projections
• How bad are the growth trends? Geoff’s BGP reports show:
• Prefixes: 130K to 170K (+30%) in 2005 (200K/+17% thru 10/2006)
projected increase to ~370K within 5 years
global routes only – each SP has additional internal routes
• Churn: 0.7M/0.4M updates/withdrawals per day
projected increase to 2.8M/1.6M within 5 years
• CPU use: 30% at 1.5Ghz (average) today
projected increase to 120% within 5 years

• These are guesses based on a limited view of the routing system
and on lowconfidence projections (cloudy crystal ball); the truth
could be worse, especially for peak demands
• No attempt to consider higher overhead (i.e. SBGP/SoBGP)
• These kinda look exponential or quadratic; this is bad… and it’s not
just about adding more cheap memory to systems
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Estimated IPv4+ipv6 Routing Table (Jason, 11/06)

Assume that tomorrow everyone does dual stack...
Current IPv4 Internet routing table:

199K routes

New ipv6 routes (based on 1 prefix per AS):

+ 23K routes

Intentional deaggregates for IPv4style TE:

+ 69K routes

Internal IPv4 customer deaggregates

+ 50K to 150K routes

Internal ipv6 customer deaggregates

+ 40K to 120K routes

(projected from number IPv4 of customers)
Total size of tier1 ISP routing table

381K to 561K routes

These numbers exceed the FIB limits of a lot of
currentlydeployed equipment
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Future Projection of Combined
IPv4 and ipv6 Internet Growth
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Inside a “tier1” is even more “interesting”…
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Summary of scary numbers
Route type

11/01/06

IPv4 Internet routes

199,107

IPv4 CIDR Aggregates

129,664

5 years

7 years

10 Years

14 years

285,064

338,567

427,300

492,269

IPv4 intentional deaggregates

69,443

144,253

195,176

288,554

362,304

Active Ases

23,439

31,752

36,161

42,766

47,176

Projected ipv6 Internet routes

92,882

179,481

237,195

341,852

423,871

Total IPv4/ipv6 Internet routes

291,989

464,545

575,762

769,152

916,140

48,845

101,390

131,532

190,245

238,494

150,109

311,588

404,221

584,655

732,933

39,076

88,853

117,296

173,422

219,916

Projected internal ipv6 (high est)

120,087

273,061

360,471

532,955

675,840

Total IPv4/ipv6 routes (low est)

381,989

654,788

824,590 1,132,819

1,374,550

Total IPv4/ipv6 routes (high est)

561,989 1,049,194 1,340,453 1,886,762

2,324,913

Internal IPv4 (low est)
Internal IPv4 (high est)
Projected internal ipv6 (low est)
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Are these numbers insane?
• Marshall Eubanks did some analysis during discussion on the
ARIN policy mailing list (PPML):
• How many multihomed sites could there really be? Consider
as an upperbound the number of smalltomedium
businesses worldwide
• 1,237,198 U.S. companies with >= 10 employees
•

(from http://www.sba.gov/advo/research/us_03ss.pdf)

• U.S. is approximately 1/5 of global economy
• Suggests up to 6 million businesses that might want to multi
home someday… would be 6 million routes if multihoming is
done with “provider independent” address space
• Of course, this is just a WAG… and doesn’t consider other
factors that may or may not increase/decrease a demand for
multihoming (mobility? individuals’ personal networks, …?)
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Won’t “Moore’s Law” save us?
In a word: No.
• Applicable to high volume components  think PC’s:
CPUs, main (DRAM) memories, and disk drives
• Critical router components (TCAM, SRAM) are low
volume and have much lower growth rates
• Forwarding ASICs already push limits of tech.
• Memory speeds improve at about 10% per year
• Bottom line: state growth in excess of 1.3x every 2
years is problematic (translation: expensive)
• Really want to return to 1990s growth cycles?
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Hardware growth vs. routing state growth
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Things that won’t work
• Original ipv6 strict hierarchical assignments
• Fails in the face of large numbers of multihomed sites
• RIRs already moving away

• “PI for all” – see the earlier growth projections
• “geographic/metro/exchange” – constrains
topology, requires new regulatory regime
• “Addressing can follow topology or topology can follow
addressing; choose one” – Y. Rekhter

• Shim6 – maybe workable for SOHO but nobody
(SPs, hosting providers, endsites) wanting it
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A new direction is needed
• What if instead of addresses there were “endpoint
identifiers” associated with sites and “locators” used
by the routing system?
• Identifiers are hierarchically assigned to sites along
administrative lines (like DNS hostnames) and do not change
on devices that remain associated with the site
• Locators are assigned according to the network topology just
like “providerbased” CIDR blocks
• One locator is dynamically associated with each site
connection to the topology and change whenever a site
changes connectivity (like shim6)
• Locators are aggregated/abstracted at topological
boundaries to keep routing state scalable
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A new direction  continued
• This is not a new idea – see the “additional reading”
section for more discussion about the concepts of
endpoint naming and topological locators
• Recent IABsponsored workshop found fairly good
consensus among a set of ISPs, vendors, the IESG, and
the IAB that the problem needed to be solved… and
that this separation was very likely part of the solution
• Mike O’Dell offered one example in 1997 with 8+8/GSE
http://ietfreport.isoc.org/idref/draftietfipngwggseaddr
• Not developed beyond conceptual stage, so much work
would remain to be done to be a real solution

• Other examples: NIMROD, “map and encap”, HIP, etc.
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Conclusions and recommendation
• ipv6, as currently specified, does not offer a scalable routing and
addressing plan
• None of the options proposed in recent Internet drafts on address
assignment policies offer a viable solution; in fact, they generally
make the problem worse by codifying the construction of a brand
new “routing swamp”
• Work on a scalable solution is needed. That work will probably
involve separation of the endpointid and locator functions of
addresses used today
• The problem is an urgent one; given vendor development and SP
testing/deployment schedules, a solution needs to be designed
within the next year or so if it is to be deployed in time to avoid
problems with routing state projections in the 5to7 year
timeframe.
• Next step: working group/design team? Vendors/providers already
discussing this (a la CIDR deployment). Does IETF want to be part
of the solution or part of the problem?
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